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The circuit polynomial c%f the complete graph K, is used to deduce results about node- 
disjoint -vcle decompositiorls of K,, satisfying variow restrictions. 
By a circuit cover of a graph G we mean a spanning subgraph of G whose 
components are all circuits. We define circuits of lengths 1 and 2 to be a node and 
an edge respectively. Circuits of lengths greater than 2 will be called proper 
circuits. If with every circuit a! of G we associate an indeterminate w,, called the 
weight of (Y, and with every circuit cover we associate the weight m,* w,, then the 
circuit polynomial of G is 
C(G; w)= En wc,, 
a 
where the summation is taken over all the circuit covers in G. If we assign weigh.& 
according to the number of nodes in the circuits, then C(G; w) will be a 
polynomial in the indeterminates w,, w2, w3,. . . etc. In this case, w = 
(w,, W2r W3, - ..). If we put WI=W~=W~= - - - = W, then we denote the resulting 
simple circuit polynomial by C(G; w). The basic result on circuit polynomials are 
given in Farrell [2]. 
We will use the circuit polynomial of the complete graph K, (with p nodes) in 
order to deduce results about cycle (circuit) decompositions of complete graphs. 
Throughout this paper, “decomposition” when unqualified, would mean node- 
disjoint cycle der,omposition. Also “solutions” when used with respect to linear 
equations woulc1 mean non-negative integral solutions, unless otherwise stated. 
Upper limits of stlmmations will be infinity unless explicitly given. 
The following theorem has been proved in [2]. 
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emem 1. (i) The circuit polynomial of K, is 
C(K,; w)=p! j-5 
where the summation is taken over d solutions of Ci iji = p. 
(ii) Its generating function C(D6; w. t) = xp C(K,; w)tp/pI is 
C (W; w, t) = exp[w,c +fw2r2+$w(f)], 
where w(t’~ =Gmz3 (w,,,t”/m) altd K stands for the sequence {K,,}. 
(iii) Finally, CC& ; w) = K(p) sarisfies the recurrence relation 
K(p)=w,K(p-l)+(p-l)w,lY(p-2)+~i~-l‘)! 
__,(p?m)! K(p-m’ f 
with K(0) = i. 
We can obtain a generating functlron for the simple circuit polynomial of KP by 
putting w = (w, w, . . . , w) in (ii) of Theorem 1. This yields 
C(K; w,t)=exp(h~r+~wr2-t~w,,~3~) 
= exp wr+&t”+$w 
[ ( 
C c-t-it2 
m=~ m I 
= exp[$wt +awt2 - $w log( 1 - t)]. 
Hence we get the following corollary. 
C(D6; w, t) = exp{+wt( L +$t)}(l-- t)-W’Z. 
(1) 
We can use (i) of Theorem :I in order to obtain an explicit formula for 
C(K, ; w). However a more useful formula can be obtained from the generating 





W'f (1 -t-&t,’ 7’ $ru + s - 1 
r -F--T-l+ ( s k. 
g coefkients of P, WI= gel % 
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2s-v 
m! (p-s-2m)!’ 
where the summation is taken over all solutions of s + 2m = b, for 0 s b s p. 
The following theorem can be easily obta.ined from (1) of Theorem T by 
extracting the appropriate coefficient. 
er of decompositions of K,, into hxecisely a nodes, b edge!; 
or rk, wh,ere ri # rj for i # j, and _f?r any of the 
of length ri, or possibly, none, is 
where the summation is taken over all solutions of 
k 
c tiii =p-a--2b. 
i=l 
If we restrict ourselves to proper circuits, then we can deduce the following 
result from the above theorem. 
. The number of decompositkms of KP into proper circuits of len!;ths 
rl, r2,. - . , or rk, where ri # rj for i # j, and fcbr any of the ri, there may be ?nore than 
one circuit of length ri, or possibly none, iz 
where the summation is taken over all solutions of IFSI rJi = p. 
By putting k = 1 and rl = r in Corollary 2.1, we ob:ain the following result. 
P is dmomposable i~~to P- gms t I > L) if and only if ~/r is an integer. 
mbcBr of decompositions of C,, is 
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khan r (Y .a 4) is 
where thf summation is tab2 over all solutions of 1 iji = p for 2 C i < i. 
COP0 . The number of decompositions of K,, into proper cycles of lengths 
greater than r(r > 1) is 
where the summation is taken over all solutions of C iji = p with i > r. 
We will denote by I$( rl, r2, . . . , pi), the number of dectlmpositions of KP into 
exactly k cycles CI, C2, . . . , CFc with respective lengths ‘.jf rl, r,. . . . , rk, where 
c k i-1 ri =p and ri#rj for ifj. 
By equating the coefficients of wr, w, - * l wrk (r, ) 3.) in (iii) of Theorem ?, we 
obtain the following result. 
We can use Corollary 1.2 in order to obtain an explicit expression for C(K,; w: 
as a polynomial in w. We note that 
(&y) = ($w -!r n - l), 
= i s(n, k)C;$w + n - l)k 9 
k-0 
where s( n, k) are Stirling numbers of the first kind. Thus 
C$W)‘~‘= f s(n, k) f: (F)($w)r(n - l)k-r. 
k=O r=O 
By substituting for ($w)(~’ i.1 Corollary 1.2, we get 
C(Kp; w) = p! 
m.n k=O r=O m! n! (p--n-2m)! 
y extracting the coeficient of w’, we obtain the following result. 
The number of deccvnpositions 0,” into d cycles is 
,t S(B k) 
& )(n - 1) ktp-m-n-d 
m-t-n-f-d-p. 
2-(d+m) 
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rent~at~~~g both sides with respect to t, 
t P-1 
1(p) fp- l)! - = &w[l -I- t -I- (1 - t)-‘1 p=l m=O K,(m)~ l . 
By multiplying each side by (1 - t) we get 
Hence by equating coeficients of P/p!, we get the following recurrence for K,(p). 
I 
K,(p)=(p+w-l)K,(;I-1)-w ) ( ) PiI ~,W--3) (p>2), 
with K,(O) = 1, K,(l) = w ande K;(2) ,’ W2 f w. 
By equating coefficients of wr in the above recurrence, we obtain the following 
theorem in which I’$,, denotes the number of decompositions of KP into r cycles. 
Np.r = (p -- l,~p-,.r + Np-l.r-1 - ( ) “I’ Np_+l (p=4. (2) 
By taking the sums of coefficients of the polynomials in Eq. (3, we obtain the 
following result. 
l Let ap denote the nu~~e~ 9f ~~co~~os~t~o~s of Kp into cydes. ThePz 
a(j=a,= 1, a2=2 
and 
%=P4PI-(P;1)%PS W2). 
This theorem is also given in 
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